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Doctors The Biography Of Medicine
Not quite five years ago, Aswani left the University of Wisconsin's Marshfield Clinic to arrive at the University at Buffalo’s Jacobs School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences as associate professor ...

Sean Kirst: The legacy of a physician who saw compassion as medicine
Some working-class women turned to prostitution, the British academic Kathryn Hughes noted in an exploration of Victorian life and attitudes, when “the usual ways in which they got an income from ...

This Victorian Era Doctor Poisoned Sex Workers
As the pandemic winds down, doctors are pushing for more money, respect and autonomy. They’ll get none of that because our nation can’t afford to give it to them. As reality sets in, physicians will ...

Doctors Are Calling For More Money, Autonomy. Americans: ‘No.’
Like a scene in the mad scientist’s laboratory right out of an old horror movie, a doctor ... his life, his intelligence, erudition, and literary skills were widely praised, but he had few friends.

Why a Cincinnati Doctor Apologized for His Brain-Probe Experiments
The Lancet launched the Wakley–Wu Lien Teh Prize Essay in honour of physician Wu Lien Teh, who led the fight against the plague in the 1910s and pioneered public health in China. This prize gives ...

The Wakley–Wu Lien Teh Prize Essay 2021: the hidden life in medicine
Hospital staff cheered as Jenny Aguilar, 32, a mother of five, walked out on her own, Tuesday. Doctors went to extraordinary lengths to save her life.

UW Medicine COVID-19 patient, hospitalized for 6 months, heads home
MRI surveillance of patients with low-risk prostate cancer can drop unnecessary biopsies while also preserving life expectancy, according to a new analysis published Tuesday. The disease is one of the ...

Annual MRI surveillance of low-risk prostate cancer drops biopsies while preserving life expectancy
There's a good chance that acupuncture can improve your dog's quality of life, even if it can't render her pain ... look for an acupuncturist who is also a DVM (Doctor of Veterinary Medicine) and who ...

How Acupuncture for Dogs Can Improve Your Pup's Quality of Life If She Has Chronic Illness
joins “The Daily Signal Podcast” to talk about what life there is like ... assistant and the public medical doctors call the church and say, “I have somebody here that needs hypertension medicine. Do ...

She Was Imprisoned in Her Native Cuba. Here’s How She Describes Life Under Communism.
EXCLUSIVE: Multi-hyphenate Emmanuelle Bercot returns to the Cannes Film Festival this year with out-of-competition entry Peaceful (De Son Vivant), an avowed melodrama she both directed and wrote. Berc ...

Emmanuelle Bercot On Casting A Real-Life Doctor In Cancer Melodrama ‘Peaceful’, Reuniting With Catherine Deneuve & Covid As Cultural “Amputation” – Cannes
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, UW Medicine, Seattle Cancer Care Alliance and Seattle Children’s are exploring a comprehensive collaboration aimed at bringing groundbreaking research to patien ...

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle Children’s and UW Medicine Lay Groundwork for Historic Cancer Partnership
As the coronavirus overwhelmed hospitals in New York last spring, some medical schools offered their final-year students an unusual option: They could graduate early to begin working as physicians on ...

Opinions | Brand-new doctors, enlisted to battle the pandemic
Dignified Medical Care provides care as soon as a patient leaves the hospital throughout their skilled rehabilitation or long term stay.

Orono doctor opens nursing home care business
PEOPLE WITH ALCOHOL USE DISORDER ARE OFTEN SEEN IN CLINICS AND HOSPITALS, BUT MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS TOO OFTEN IGNORE THE CONDITION. Like many people who struggle to control their drinking, Andy ...

Alcohol Abuse Is on the Rise, but Doctors Too Often Fail to Treat It
Scientists and medical doctors define a new field of restorative medicine - Longevity Medicine. The course "Introduction for Longevity Medicine for Physicians" received CME accreditation and is now ...

Deep Longevity Releases a CME-accredited Course on Longevity Medicine
Those who are incarcerated are suing for their right to gender confirmation surgery—if deemed necessary. Meet the psychiatrist who almost always says it's not.

Prisoners, Doctors, and the Battle Over Trans Medical Care
"My training didn’t teach me anything about magnetic waves being an effective treatment," Schwartz said. "The batting average was so high, I thought, 'this is so amazing.'" Now, after five years of ...

'It gave me my life back': New Bedford doctor treats depression with magnetic waves
A new treatment for Hepatitis C cures nearly 100% of patients. But it costs up to $32,000. Appeals court has ruled the Kentucky DOC can deny it.

Appeals court says Kentucky prisons can deny life-saving medicine because it's expensive
Exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, doctor burnout continues to increase globally, prompting a call from the world's four leading cardiovascular organizations for better efforts to support ...
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